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Abstract 
W e  present probabilistic algorithms f o r  e f ic ient  stor- 
age and retrieval of se ts  of feature vectors, given a 
known error  process operating on the query se t ,  that 
perturbs the query set away  f r o m  the corresponding 
siored set .  The  algorithms operate by mapping each set 
t o  a corresponding eneralired indicator vector, then 
per  orming a p r u n e i s e a r c h  of a tree containing stored 

abiliiy of the query, given the stored i tems  below the 
current position in the tree. Analysis  and tr ial  results 
show that this approach requires less total  computation 
than existing methods based on parallel architectures. 
The indicator  vecior  reirieval method can also cope 
e f ic ient ly  wi th query vectors  of much higher dimen- 
sionality than ezisting serial algorithms f o r  nearest- 
neighbour searches. 

1 Introduction 
Much current work in object recognition concerns 

generation of invariant or quasi-invariant scalars or 
vectors from image data, to be used to  index into a 
database of models [13, 6, 10, 11, 12, 8, 31. Given 
such feature vectors, the remaining problem is to 
use the feature vectors to  avoid traversal of the en- 
tire database, by narrowing the database retrieval 
somehow. The typical ap roach is to  do lookups of 
query vectors in a multiJmensiona1 grid or a one- 
dimensional hash table [6, 10, 11, 8, 4, 31. 

Several authors have attempted to address the 
problem of error in the quer feature vector b var- 
ious means. Example methois are to  store moiels in 
multiple neighbouring buckets in the feature or index 
space 1131, or to  query multiple buckets in a neigh- 
bourhood in the space [l], or to adjust bucket size to  
compromise between probability of correct retrieval 
and specificity of the index [lo]. 

We attempt to achieve both specificity of indexing, 
in order to  touch as little of the database as possi- 
ble, and responsiveness to the possibility of significant 
errors in the query vectors. We assume that each ob- 
ject is characterized by a sei of m-dimensional feature 
vectors that is stored for the object (e.g. a set of pro- 
jective invariants or a set of line segment parameter- 
tuples). The vision system then generates a query set 
of feature vectors from sensor data, that will be a per- 
turbation of a stored set. We assume that the system 
designer has a model of the error process that per- 
turbs the query vector set away from the correspond- 

i n  d icator  vectors. The  pruning is  based on the prob- 
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ing stored vector set. Our goal is then to retrieve the 
stored set maximizing the probability of the observed 
query set, under the model error process. 

Our approach is to  divide the problem into two sub- 
problems. First, we map each feature vector set into a 
corresponding generalized indicator  vector  of high di- 
mensionality. The vector produced is invariant to the 
order in which the set members are specified. This 
allows us to  avoid the combinatorial difficulties asso- 
ciated with having to determine the corres ondence 
between the individual feature vectors in tge stored 
and query sets. Then, the remaining problem is the 
storage and retrieval of high-dimensional vectors, sub- 
ject to  the model error process. 

Related work on nearest-neighbour and near- 
neighbour roblems [2, 7, 11 in n-dimensional spaces 
proves to !e inadequate for n larger than approxi- 
mately 8. Work by Willshaw [15] has the disadvantage 
of a fixed stora e capacity for a given error rate and 
vector length. finally, Kanerva's parallel architecture 
[9] requires too many computations for each storage 
and retrieval operation. 

2 Mapping feature vector sets to indi- 
cator vectors 

We consider three techniques for producing a en- 
eralized indicator vector. Details are available in f14. 
The first divides a normalized m-dimensional feature 
space into n hypercubic buckets. The n-dimensional 
indicator vector has a 1 at  each position i if the i'" 
bucket contains a feature vector, and has a 0 a t  the 
it" position otherwise. This strai htforward tessella- 
tion of the feature space correspon%s to replacing each 
feature vector in the set with a representative vector 
occupying a position in a hypercubic lattice. 

An improvement to  this scheme is instead to use 
a more tightly-packed lattice. Our analysis and ex- 
periments show that a checkerboard lattice (see, for 
example, [5] results in fewer feature vectors being dis- 
placed into d ifferent cells given a certain error rate and 
indicator vector dimensionality n. 

The improvement is illustrated in figure 1 where we 
show the probability of a query feature vector falling 
in a different cell than the corresponding stored vec- 
tor, as a function of the indicator vector length. Our 
error model is the simplest capturing both measure- 
ment error and the ossibility of missing featurers: we 
assume a uniform istribution for feature vector lo- 
cation within a hypersphere of radius r,  mixed with 
a uniform distribution over the entire feature space 
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Figure 1: Probability of indicator vector 1 displace- 
ment vs. indicator vector size. 

with probability f .  In the figure, r = 0.1 in the fea- 
ture space LO, 1)4 and f = 0.1. 

A variation on the above schemes is instead to have 
each stored indicator vector element give the probabil- 
i ty  that the given object will result in a feature vec- 
tor occurrence in the relevant cell of the tessellation. 
This method may be ap  lied if the error model is not 
known in advance by eoflecting feature vector sets for 
multiple images of each object to  be stored. We found 
the performance of such a scheme to be comparable to 
that of the binary scheme using a known error model. 
3 Indicator vector storage and re- 

Our approach to  storage and retrieval of n- 
dimensional indicator vectors is to  store the vectors 

trieval 

their sparsity and whether they 

the stored vector U maximizing the probability (qlu) 
of the query vector iven the stored vector, u n L r  the 
assumed error modef. 

Figure 2 shows ty ical percentages of the index tree 
hit as a function of &e percentage of displaced 1’8, for 
both sparse (16 1’s in a 648-D indicator) and dense 
indicator vectors (500 1’s in a 1000-D indicator), with 
successful retrieval rates of 94% and 98% respectively. 
In each case, 10000 vectors were stored. 
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